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Major market indices experienced marginal movements ahead of several central bank policy meetings on Thursday. US 
Treasury yields were relatively flat with slight upward bias as investors search for clues on a December rate hike, while the 
US Dollar fell as US President Trump threated to "destroy" North Korea if it threatened the US or its allies. 

 The local equities market suffered from profit-taking after it 
failed to breach the 8,300 resistance level. Both local and 
foreign (Php272Mn net foreign outflows) players locked in gains 
from some of the top gainers for the year. The PSEi lost 131.44 
points (or -1.58%) to close at 8,162.70. 

 In the local fixed income maket, yields trended lower for a 
second day as market participants sought safe haven assets 
ahead of key policy decisions from the FOMC on Wednesday 
and the BSP on Thursday. Yields fell by an average of 1.36 
bps, led by the belly (-5.51 bps average). 
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 The Philippine peso rose despite heavy net foreign selling in 
the equities market, as traders offloaded export receipts. The 
USDPHP pair rose to 50.92, an effective 0.36% appreciation of 
the local currency.  

 The US dollar mildly retreated due mixed readings on US 
housing data, a potential drag to overall growth. Housing starts 
were broadly in line with expectations, however, outlook 
remained somehow gloomy due to the contraction in the 
permits for single-family home, which accounts for a large 
share of the overall housing market. The US Dollar Index 
closed at 91.793 (-0.28%).  

 US equities edged marginally higher as investors stayed cautious 
ahead of the FED meeting on Thursday. While the FED is widely 
expected to begin the unwinding of its balance sheet, investors are still 
searching for clues on a December rate hike. The DJIA closed at 
22,370.80 (+0.18% DoD) while the S&P 500 was at 2,506.65 (+0.11% 
DoD). 

 European equities ended flat after investors remained cautious ahead 
of major central banks' meetings. Investors ignored the improving data 
on the Eurozone's current account position and construction output. The 
July ECB Current Account SA was at $25.1bn (prior at $21.2bn), while 
the Construction Output MoM was at 0.2% (prior at -0.5%). The MSCI 
Europe climbed to 128.91, up by 0.03%. 

 Asian shares marginally fell as profit-taking ensued, with investors 
tuning into the FED, BOJ and BSP policy meetings on Thursday.  The 
MSCI APxJ slid to 543.12 (-0.24%). 

 US Treasury yields rose as investors await indications of another rate 
hike by the end of the year, with focus turning to FED Chair Yellen's 
view on inflation. Yields on average rose by 1.31 bps, while the US 10-
yr yield inclined 1.59 bps to close at 2.245%. 
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